




Qualification Certificates





Rubber surfaces supplier for the 11th/12th/13th/14th National games

Chinese Athletic Association officially appointed supplier for the prefabricated rubber surfaces(2014-2017)

Certificated by IAAF

Officially certificated by the Chinese Athletic Association



Project Cases

7th CISM Military World Games

 Wujiashan Sports Center



Project Cases  Xian Zhuque Olympic Sports Center

The  14th  National Game of PRC



Project Cases

The 2008 Beijing Olympic Game project

Tianjin Olympic Sports Center

The  13th  National Game of PRC



Project Cases Shengyang Wulihe Olympic Sports Center

The  12th  National Game of PRC



Project Cases

The  11th  National Game of PRC

Jinan Olympic Sports Center



Project Cases for sports center

Yinchuan Helanshan Olympic Sports Center,Ningxia

Hulun Buir Sports Center,Inner Mongolia

Jiangsu Kunshan Sports Center,IAAF Class II

Yichang Olympic Sports Center,Hubei



Project Cases

Taiwan Yongchun Primary School



Project Cases for school



Products

  

    The prefabricated rubber athletic track surfaces are globally recognized to 
be the replacement of the traditional PU(polyurethane) ones.The one-time 
embossing workmanship makes the perfect quality and advantage of strong 
wear-resistance,anti-slippery,shocking absorbent,excellent elasticity,anti-
aging and long lasting durability.And further,they do not have the problems 
of the rubber granules coming off the surfaces.The surfaces could be 
recycled after its lifespan.They have passed the tests made by IAAF to be 
completely environment protected products.We are providing better and 
more comfortable sports surroundings for the players.The main material that 
we are using is natural rubber and the track surfaces are made into two 
layers.The upper layer is a bit harder than that of the lower and the waffle 
pattern forming  8400 cancave air cushions per each square meter after it 
glued onto the asphalt basement,thus further enhancing its anti-
slippery,elasticity and shocking absorbent,making less harms for the players.

Specifications Size

Length 15 meter

Width 1.22 meter

Thickness 9 mm - 13 mm

Color:Please refer to the color card.Special 
color also negotiable.



Products

    We specially developed this court surfaces with lychee texture grains.The 
product is 9m thickness two layers and the bottom layer is waffle design 
which has better elasticity and bounce.The top wear-resisting layer further 
extends its durability.The multi purposes surfaces is suitable for all kinds of 
training courts.The product does not contain any poisonous heavy metal and 
chemical staff and it is up to the environment protection standard published 
by the state.

Specifications Size

Length 15 meter

Width 1.22 meter

Thickness 9 mm - 13 mm

Color:Please refer to the color card.Special 
color also negotiable.



Products

The cobblestone texture grains surfaces is made for those who like to walk 
when they go to the parks.Continuous waliking on that will massage your 
sole of feet relaxing your body and meanwhile you do not have the 
discomfort feelings of stepping on the real cobble stones.They are more 
suitably installed in the parks and public areas.The product does not contain 
any poisonous heavy metal and chemical staff and it is up to the 
environment protection standard published by the state.

Specifications Size

Length 15 meter

Width 1.22 meter

Thickness 9 mm - 13 mm

Color:Please refer to the color card.Special 
color also negotiable.



Products

Specifications Size

Length 15 meter

Width 1.22 meter

Thickness 9 mm - 13 mm

Color:Please refer to the color card.Special 
color also negotiable.

The NovoTrack  superme adhesive is a mixer of PU and Epoxy and 
specially used for laying the rubber track surfaces.The two parts 
adhesive solidifies quickly with stable chemical and weathering 
properties.It is ideal for sticking the rubber surfaces onto the 
asphalt basement and approed to be totally environment 
protected products by the Beijing HuaAn United Inspection and 
Certificate Centre appointed by the Chinese Athletic Association.

NovoTrack Adhesive



Quality Control 
Research and Development
For making the stable quality of our products and continuous new products going to the market,we have well experienced 
technicians equipped with complete set of lab precision tester,vulkameter,tensile and elasticity tester,accelerated 
weathering tester,rubber abrasion resistance tester,vertical rebound resilience tester,slip resistence 
tester,spectrophotometer,hardness tester and thickness gauge,etc.We have long term cooperation with relative famous 
labs and researching centers getting our materials and products tested and analyzed both in physical and chemical 
properties according to ISO and GB standards.The tests and analyses include:aging,tensile strength,tear resistance,slip 
resistance,slip resistance,abrasion resistance,elastics and shock absorb,etc.We just want to be assured that every lot of our 
products to be up to the IAAF standards and hope for more supreme auality and environment protected items.



Professional Installation Team
NovoTrack has a well trained professional 
installation team which has 16 years of 
experiences for the stadium construction of 
Olympic Games and National Games.We 
could provide the most suitable project 
desiging from the basement building till 
track laying and line marking in accordance 
with the requirements of every individual 
customer and field.The one-stop solution 
would guarantee the quality of the 
installation and our customer will have no 
difficulties like finding different teams to do 
the work dependently thus problems might 
happen between each period.We will train 
the customers to maintain scientifically the 
tracking fields and court after the 
completion of the project in order to help 
them to use it with longer lifedpan.



Promised after sale services

We consider our after sale services as further extension of our product quality.We have the quality guarantee 
of 8 years for the proper use of our NovoTrack surfaces installation.We could train the customer to maintain 
the tracking field scientifically after each completion of project.For our exports,we will provide our clients with 
full set of document instruction including maintenance.Also we could send our technicians to help our buyers 
to lay the surfaces and the buyer will pay the relative cost.



Add:No.1-2 Shuigaozhuang Industrial Aera,Xinkou,Xiqing District,Tianjin,China P.C.300380
Tel: +86 15522132293
Whatsapp:0086 15522132293
Wechat:RuthGuo520
E-mail:info@novotrack.com.cn | novotrack@tjnovotrack.cn
Website:https://www.novotrack.ltd

Tianjin NovoTrack Rubber Products Co.,Ltd. 


